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Novometrics—meaning new (Latin: novo) measurement, connotes a 

newly discovered theoretically-motivated algorithm that explicitly 

identifies the globally-optimal (GO) statistical model underlying any 

random statistical sample, indicated as S.
1
 Originating from the field 

of operations research, “optimal” denotes explicitly maximized 

(weighted) classification accuracy for S: that is, predicting the class 

category (“dependent variable”) of (weighted) observations in S as 

accurately as is theoretically possible
2
 for S. 

 
Novometry identifies the 

nature and strength of the GO relationship between a class variable 

and one or more attributes (“independent variables”) for S, where 

nature and strength are characterized by the number and homogeneity 

of discrete sample strata which are identified by the GO statistical 

model. Models maximizing ESS (a normed index of effect strength) 

and efficiency (ESS/number of strata, a normed index of parsimony) 

prevent over-fitting and promote cross-generalizability
3
 when using 

the model to classify an independent random S. The present article 

demonstrates novometry for two applications involving multiple 

attributes. The first study models a binary measure of patient 

satisfaction with care received in the Emergency Department (ED) 

using survey ratings of administration, nurse, physician, lab, and care 

of family and friends, for 2,198 ED patients. The second study 

ascertains the effect of atmospheric pressure on fibromyalgia 

symptoms recorded by a single individual over 297 sequential days. 

 

 

The set of four axioms which underlie 

novometry were recently described
1,4

 The first 

axiom states there is sufficient sample size (N) 

in S to provide adequate statistical power
5
 to test 

the alternative hypothesis that the class variable 

can be reliably discriminated on the basis of the 

attribute(s). The null hypothesis states that 

statistically reliable discrimination of the class 

variable on the basis of the attribute(s) is not 

possible for S. The second axiom states that in 

applications involving more than one attribute, 

the subset of attributes in S which yields the GO 
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model is identified by structural decomposition 

analysis (SDA), an iterative application of 

UniODA
6,7

 which is conceptually analogous to 

principal components analysis
8
, but which       

explicitly maximizes classification accuracy 

instead of variance. The third axiom states that 

the GO model for S lies within the descendant 

family of models obtained by applying the 

minimum denominator search algorithm
4
 

(MDSA) to an initially-unrestricted enumerated 

classification tree analysis
9
 (CTA) model 

configured to predict the class variable using 

only the attribute(s) selected by SDA. The 

MDSA algorithm enables the discovery of all 

possible unique CTA models in S that originate 

from an initially unrestricted model. Finally, the 

fourth axiom states that validity analysis 

conducted via hold-out, leave-one-out (one-

sample jackknife) or bootstrap methods for 

static data, and/or by test-retest methods for 

dynamic (repeated-measures) data, are an 

estimate of the cross-generalizability of ESS and 

other classification performance indices for the 

GO model when it is applied to an independent 

random S.
3,6 

In novometry exact discrete 95% 

confidence intervals (CIs) are used to assess 

classification performance of both the model 

and chance for S.
1,4

 And, as is true for 

applications involving a single attribute, for 

multiattribute applications the GO model is 

judged to be that member of the descendant 

family of CTA models which is the closest 

approximation to a theoretical optimal model 

achieving perfect classification using a 

minimum number of attributes.
1 

The first study demonstrates novometric 

analysis for an application involving a binary 

class variable and multiple attributes. 

 

Discriminating Extreme Ratings of 

Emergency Department Patient Satisfaction 

 

Broadly employed as a marker of quality 

of care, patient satisfaction is widely studied and 

many different measures are used to assess 

patient satisfaction.
10

 A manually-derived
11

 

hierarchically optimal CTA model
9
 compared 

highly satisfied versus highly dissatisfied 

Emergency Department (ED) patients (i.e., 

patients reporting maximum or minimum 

Likert-type satisfaction ratings of 5 or 1, 

respectively).
12,13

 Patient ratings of staff concern 

for patient well-being, waiting time, and 

physician explanation of tests and procedures 

emerged as important discriminating factors. 

The present study begins by replicating this 

analysis using novometry, comparing extremely 

satisfied versus extremely dissatisfied ED 

patients for the same S used previously. 

The study was set in an 800 bed uni-

versity-based level 1 Trauma center (annual 

census of 48,000 patients), located in downtown 

Chicago and providing 24-hour coverage by 

emergency physicians. Patients discharged from 

the ED were surveyed using a mailed survey 

(Press Ganey Associates, South Bend, IN) 

assessing their satisfaction with various aspects 

of care received, one week after their ED visit. 

In addition to patient overall satisfaction ratings, 

the survey elicited patient ratings of likelihood 

of recommending the ED to others, as well as 

satisfaction ratings for aspects of administration 

(helpfulness of personnel, respect for privacy, 

insurance/billing processing, comfort, parking), 

nurse (courtesy, problem-solving style, concern 

for comfort, technical skill); physician (waiting 

time, problem-solving style, explanation of 

illness/injury, advice about home care, 

courtesy); lab (waiting time, technical skill, 

courtesy); care of family/friends; how well the 

patient was kept aware of experienced delays; 

and helpfulness of a brochure concerning the 

operations of the ED, which was provided to 

patients. A total of 2,198 surveys were returned 

over a six-month period (17% return rate). The 

survey is completed using a five-point Likert-

type response scale: scores of 1 (very poor, 

N=131) and 2 (poor, N=114) indicate 

dissatisfaction; 3 (fair, N=237) indicates 
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ambivalence; and 4 (good, N=671) and 5 (very 

good, N=1,045) reflect satisfaction. 

 All analyses presented in this paper 

unfolded in the same manner: attributes were 

selected for analysis by SDA; unrestricted 

enumerated CTA was performed using selected 

attributes; and the MDSA was used to discover 

the final model. Exact discrete 95% confidence 

intervals (CIs) for model and chance 

classification performance were obtained for 

every analysis. 

The analysis involved patients with 

satisfaction scores of 1 or 5 (N=1,176). SDA 

identified a subset of two attributes to be 

included in CTA: ratings of doctor’s overall 

explanation of illness/injury, and of nurse 

courtesy. MDSA identified a descendant family 

of four unique CTA models (Table 1). 

In Step 1 (initial unrestricted model) and 

Step 2 the enumerated CTA models
9
 employed 

both the doctor and the nurse ratings; in Step 3 

the CTA model used only the doctor rating; and 

in Step 4 the CTA model used only the nurse 

rating. Comparison of 95% CIs for model and 

error effects indicates that all four CTA models 

achieved statistically reliable classification. 

Comparison of model 95% CIs reveals that ESS 

yielded by the Step 4 model was significantly 

lower (reflecting lower accuracy) than achieved 

by the other models, and that Efficiency 

obtained by the Step 3 model was significantly 

greater (reflecting greater parsimony) than 

achieved by the other models. Point estimates 

reveal that model 1 achieved ESS which is 3.0% 

greater than obtained by model 3—indicating 

nearly equivalent accuracy. However, model 3 

achieved Efficiency which is 242.1% greater 

than was obtained by model 1—indicating more 

than an order of magnitude greater parsimony. 

Note that the minimum strata sample size for 

model 1 and to a lesser extent for Model 2 

provide substantially lower statistical power
5
 

than model 3, necessitating the use of a larger 

hold-out sample for an attempted replication. 

A theoretically ideal CTA model
1
 would 

correctly classify all of the data (yielding ESS= 

100) using a minimum number of strata. If 

perfect accuracy was achieved by a 2-strata 

model, then the Efficiency would be 50. Clearly, 

the CTA model identified in Step 3 is the closest 

to this theoretical ideal, and thus it is selected as 

being the GO model for this application. 

 

Table 1: Summary of MDSA Procedure for 

Discrimination of Extremely Satisfied 

and Extremely Dissatisfied Patients 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Step     Strata     MinD            ESS           Efficiency 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   1           5             8         88.8               17.8 

   82.4-94.4       16.5-18.9 

   0.35-5.67       0.07-1.13 

   2           4           27         87.9               22.0 

   81.6-93.4       20.4-23.4 

   0.25-6.26       0.06-1.56 

   3           2         176         86.2               43.1 

   80.0-91.8       40.0-45.9 

   0.34-6.35       0.17-3.18 

   4           2         354         73.5               36.8 

   68.0-78.4       34.0-39.2 

   0.37-8.22       0.18-4.11 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: There were four steps in this MDSA. Strata is the 

number of partitions identified by the CTA model. MinD 

is the smallest number of observations (patients) in any of 

the strata (i.e., the smallest model endpoint N). ESS is a 

normed index of classification accuracy on which 0 

represents the level of accuracy expected by chance and 

100 represents perfect (errorless) classification. By rule-

of-thumb: ESS<25 is a relatively weak effect; ESS<50 is 

a moderate effect; ESS <75 is a relatively strong effect; 

and ESS>75 is a very strong effect.
6
 Efficiency, an index 

of parsimony, is ESS/number of strata. Under the ESS 

and Efficiency point estimates, the first row is the exact 

discrete 95% CI for the model, and the second row is the 

corresponding 95% CI for chance. 
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 Figure 1 presents the resulting elemental 

UniODA model.
1,6

 As seen, in order to increase 

the number of extremely satisfied patients, and 

to reduce the number of extremely dissatisfied 

patients, the model indicates that ED physicians 

should focus on providing every patient with an 

overall explanation of their illness/injury which 

the patient perceives as being either “good” or 

“very good”. 

 

Doctor's

Explanation of

Patient's Illness

or Injury

68.2% Dissatisfied

(95% CI: 60.0-76.2%)

98.9% Satisfied

(95% CI: 98.1-99.6%)

p < 0.0001

"Fair" (3), "Poor" (2),

or "Very Poor" (1)

"Good" (4) or

"Very Good" (5)

N = 176 N = 1,000

 

Figure 1: GO Model for Discrimination of 

Extremely Satisfied and Dissatisfied Patients  

 

Prior to the discovery of novometry the 

use of UniODA was restricted to applications 

involving a multicategorical class variable 

having ten or fewer categories
6
, and the use of 

CTA was restricted to applications involving a 

binary class variable
9
 (a complex heuristic 

hierarchical method known as “reverse CTA” 

was developed to model an ordered class 

variable using one or more binary attributes
14

). 

The discovery of novometry has eliminated all 

restrictions on the metric underlying the class 

variable, which may be multicategorical (with 

any number of categories) or ordered for both 

UniODA and CTA.
4
 The second study illustrates 

novometric analysis for an application involving 

an ordered class variable and multiple ordered 

attributes (an optimal analogue to nonlinear 

multiple regression analysis). 

Modeling the Effect of Atmospheric Pressure 

on an Individual’s Fibromyalgia Symptoms 

Accumulating research suggests that 

changes in weather triggers and exacerbates 

symptoms of people with fibromyalgia (FM). 

For example, a survey of 94 patients found 

prevalent reporting of modulation of aches and 

pains by weather factors, especially among 

young patients
15

; a study of 84 patients reported 

that weather affected musculoskeletal symp-

toms, and that higher weather sensitivity is 

associated with greater functional impairment 

and psychological distress
16

; and an internet 

survey of 2,596 patients reported the most 

common aggravating factors for FM symptoms 

were weather changes, emotional distress, 

insomnia, and strenuous activity.
17 

Most recently, research using CTA 

investigated the relationship between symptom 

levels and 500 mb geopotential height anomaly 

(GHA) measured in meters, for individuals with 

FM.
18,19

  GHA is proportional to the mean 

temperature of the air column extending from a 

point on the Earth’s surface to approximately 

18,000 feet: the 500 mb GHA is the amount 

above or below mean height for that point and 

time. GHA is more appropriate than barometric 

pressure presently due to the broad geographic 

expanse of the features GHA defines.
18

 

Patient symptom ratings were obtained 

using an intelligent digital diary
20,21

 on which 

individuals rate (on a daily basis) their condition 

across time on nine prevalent FM symptoms, 

using 10-point Likert-type scales (1=no 

symptom; 10=maximum possible symptom).
13,19

 

In prior research, to analyze data using CTA the 

symptom ratings were transformed into binary 

indicators: when the person recorded a symptom 

(e.g., anxiety) greater than median for their time 

series, the record (i.e., day) was coded positive 

for the symptom. All other records were coded 

negative for the symptom. CTA was used to 

predict whether the patient was positive or 

negative for a given symptom on a given day 

(class variable) on the basis of GHA (attribute), 
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using weights to reflect increasing deviation 

from the median value.
9,18,22

 

The present demonstration of novometry 

involves an application involving a continuous 

class variable (GHA) and multiple ordinal 

attributes (10-point Likert-type FM symptom 

ratings), obtained for an individual with FM in 

prior research.
18

 Analysis began and concluded 

with the SDA procedure, which identified the 

errorless (ESS=100) GO CTA model which is 

presented in Figure 2. 

Stiffness

Sleep Problems

GHA <

5569 mb

GHA >

5569 mb

GHA >

5865 mb

p < 0.0001

p < 0.0001

Weak to

  None
Moderate

or Worse

Strong to

Maximum

Less than

Strong

N = 27 Days N = 11 Days

N = 259 Days

 

Figure 2: Go Model Relating Atmospheric 

Pressure to FM Symptom Ratings 

As seen, the individual reported weak to 

no stiffness when the atmospheric pressure was 

greatest (GHA > 5865 mb, 259 days). As GHA 

fell (5569 mb < GHA < 5865 mb, 11 days) the 

reported symptoms increased, with the 

individual experiencing increasing stiffness and 

manageable levels of sleep problems. When 

GHA fell to low levels (GHA < 5569 mb), the 

reported sleep problems also became strong.  

CIs are not computed for an errorless model. 

For expository purposes, multiple 

regression analysis was conducted using GHA 

as the independent measure, and symptoms as 

the multiple dependent measures.
23

 When using 

all nine symptoms the model yielded R
2
=0.34, 

and when only the statistically significant 

symptoms were included the model yielded 

R
2
=0.23: both of these values for explained 

variation correspond to extremely poor 

classification performance.
24

 Note that while the 

regression model may be used to predict GHA 

as a function of the symptoms, the GO CTA 

model may be used to identify the symptoms 

which are related to GHA level. That is, 

regression analysis assesses how symptoms 

predict atmospheric pressure, whereas CTA 

assesses how atmospheric pressure predicts 

symptoms.
14
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